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ABSTRACT
We here review mostly experimental and some computational work devoted to nucleation in amorphous ices. In fact, there are only a handful
of studies in which nucleation and growth in amorphous ices are investigated as two separate processes. In most studies, crystallization tem-
peratures Tx or crystallization rates RJG are accessed for the combined process. Our Review deals with different amorphous ices, namely,
vapor-deposited amorphous solid water (ASW) encountered in many astrophysical environments; hyperquenched glassy water (HGW)
produced from μm-droplets of liquid water; and low density amorphous (LDA), high density amorphous (HDA), and very high density
amorphous (VHDA) ices produced via pressure-induced amorphization of ice I or from high-pressure polymorphs. We cover the pressure
range of up to about 6 GPa and the temperature range of up to 270 K, where only the presence of salts allows for the observation of amor-
phous ices at such high temperatures. In the case of ASW, its microporosity and very high internal surface to volume ratio are the key factors
determining its crystallization kinetics. For HGW, the role of interfaces between individual glassy droplets is crucial but mostly neglected in
nucleation or crystallization studies. In the case of LDA, HDA, and VHDA, parallel crystallization kinetics to different ice phases is observed,
where the fraction of crystallized ices is controlled by the heating rate. A key aspect here is that in different experiments, amorphous ices of
different “purities” are obtained, where “purity” here means the “absence of crystalline nuclei.” For this reason, “preseeded amorphous ice”
and “nuclei-free amorphous ice” should be distinguished carefully, which has not been done properly in most studies. This makes a direct
comparison of results obtained in different laboratories very hard, and even results obtained in the same laboratory are affected by very small
changes in the preparation protocol. In terms of mechanism, the results are consistent with amorphous ices turning into an ultraviscous,
deeply supercooled liquid prior to nucleation. However, especially in preseeded amorphous ices, crystallization from the preexisting nuclei
takes place simultaneously. To separate the time scales of crystallization from the time scale of structure relaxation cleanly, the goal needs to
be to produce amorphous ices free from crystalline ice nuclei. Such ices have only been produced in very few studies.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0143343

I. INTRODUCTION

The great majority of H2O in our Milky Way is found as
amorphous ice rather than as liquid water or crystalline ice (CI).1,2

Amorphous ices may exist at temperatures below about 180 K
and from ultrahigh vacuum conditions up to pressures of about
4 GPa.3 In space, water condenses to amorphous ice from the gas
phase or forms from mobile H, O, and OH moieties adsorbed on
cold surfaces. Thus, amorphous ices cover interstellar dust grains,4
comets,5 or Saturn rings.6 They play a pivotal role in protecting

molecules from hard radiation in space by trapping them in its
micropores.7 Amorphous ices may even have carried the first amino
acids to Earth in these trapping sites during the late heavy bom-
bardment period about 4 × 109 years ago.8,9 Closer to the Sun, in
the zone above 150 K, amorphous ices may start to crystallize and
release the trapped molecules. In the case of comets approaching
the Sun, the crystallization of amorphous ice is directly connected
with the outgassing of the trapped molecules, which contributes to
both tails of a comet, the dust tail, and plasma tail. The rate of
release of the trapped molecules is closely connected to the rate
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of crystallization of amorphous ices. Yet, not very much is known
about the rate of crystallization. It is clear, though, that the rate of
crystallization differs very much depending on how the amorphous
ices were formed and what their properties are. The porosities of
amorphous ices may vary between 95% and 0%,10 and specific sur-
face areas of amorphous ices in the range of <0.1 and 280 m2 g−1

have been reported.11 A specific peculiarity of amorphous ices is
their “polyamorphism,” meaning that three different types of amor-
phous ices are known.12–15 These amorphous ices are characterized
in terms of different mass densities, which are 0.92, 1.15, and
1.25 g cm−3 (all measured at 77 K and 1 bar) for the low density
amorphous (LDA), high density amorphous (HDA), and very high
density amorphous (VHDA) ice, respectively.16 Other amorphous
ices were claimed in the literature, such as intermediate-density
amorphous (IDA) ice17–19 and medium-density amorphous (MDA)
ice,20 but we do not consider them as polyamorphs. IDA cannot
be equilibrated, which is a prerequisite for it being a polyamorph
related to a liquid. Both IDA and MDA lack a glass transition in
calorimetry scans, i.e., a transition to the deeply supercooled liq-
uid is not observed. In the case of MDA, the procedure of milling
crystalline ice is suggestive of MDA, in fact, being of nanocrys-
talline nature, where the nanosize leads to Scherrer-broadening of
Bragg peaks in such a way that it cannot be distinguished from
the halo of a truly glassy material. Nanocrystals are, therefore, x-
ray amorphous, but there are no relation to glassy material and no
nucleation and crystal growth in the glassy/deeply supercooled liq-
uid going on that we discuss here in this Review. The three true
polyamorphs LDA/HDA/VHDA differ by their distinct local bind-
ing motifs. Each water molecule in LDA is surrounded by four water
molecules, forming a tetrahedral first hydration shell. LDA is also
characterized by a well-defined second hydration shell that is clearly
separated from the first shell. By contrast, for HDA and VHDA, the
interstitial space between hydration shells is occupied by one and
two water molecules, respectively. That is, the coordination number
for LDA, HDA, and VHDA can be represented as 4+0, 4+1, and 4+2,
respectively.21 Interestingly, phase transitions between these three
occur in a very narrow temperature-pressure interval and are char-
acterized by sudden, step-like changes in properties such as density,
coordination number, or isothermal compressibility.15,22 Further-
more, the transitions can be reversed with hysteresis, a phenomenon
typical for first-order transitions. Such phenomena occur despite
amorphous ices being inherently non-equilibrium structures. In the
temperature range of about 110–150 K, structural relaxation times of
these non-equilibrium structures are on the second and sub-second
time scale.23 Using methods such as calorimetry,24 volumetry,25 or
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy,26 the glass transition tempera-
tures Tg have been reported as 116 K for HDA- and 136 K for
LDA-type ices.27 A key question that is still being discussed vividly
and researched is whether or not HDA and LDA transform to deeply
supercooled, ultraviscous liquids above these two distinct glass tran-
sition temperatures—which is the basis for two liquid theories of
H2O, aimed at explaining the anomalous nature of water in its super-
cooled state.28–30 Upon heating beyond 150 K, it is still unclear
whether or not amorphous ices crystallize from an amorphous solid
or from a deeply supercooled liquid. In our previous work, we argue
for the latter scenario,31,32 where translational motions and diffusion
are unlocked above the glass transition temperatures rather than
merely local orientational motions.

In view of these open questions about the nature of amorphous
ices near 150 K, it is surprising that there are only a handful of
studies in which fundamental steps of crystallization are investigated
directly, namely, nucleation and growth. Nonetheless, there are a
significant number of studies in which crystallization of amorphous
ices is tackled, where in most cases merely crystallization tempera-
tures Tx are reported. Going beyond that, there are a few studies in
which crystallization kinetics are investigated.

In such studies, the kinetic model developed by Johnson, Mehl,
Avrami, and Kolmogorov (JMAK) for isothermal phase transitions
is usually applied.33–38 It describes the crystallized fraction fcryst as a
function of time t at constant temperature as

fcryst(t) = 1 − e−
π
3 ⋅J⋅G

n−1
⋅tn

, (1)

where J is the nucleation rate, G is the growth rate and n is the
Avrami exponent with values between 1 and 4. In many cases, the
value of n allows for mechanistic interpretations of crystallization
processes. Assuming that nucleation occurs in a one-dimensional
manner, i.e., (idealized) “crystalline points” emerge within a matrix,
the dimensionality of the crystal growth front is indicated by the
value of n − 1. That is, a value of n = 4 represents the 3D-growth
of (idealized) spherical crystalline grains, while n = 3 indicates the
2D-growth of plate-like grains. The fact that Eq. (1) contains three
parameters (J, G, and n) means they are usually not obtained directly
and unambiguously from fitting fraction fcryst as a function of t.
Some authors combine nucleation rate J and growth rate G to a new
parameter, i.e., the (combined) crystallization rate RJG, simplifying
Eq. (1) to

fcryst(t) = 1 − e−RJG ⋅tn

. (2)

Fitting measured fcryst(t) data with Eq. (2) and assuming a certain
value for n (e.g., n = 4 for nucleation and growth commencing
within the bulk) yield values of crystallization rate RJG for a given
temperature. Conversely, crystallization rates are accessible by mea-
suring the reciprocal quantity, i.e., the (characteristic) crystallization
time τ. Including values for this parameter in Eq. (2) allows for
the determination of the Avrami exponent n. The drawback of the
simplification of Eq. (1) is the fact that the nucleation and growth
kinetics cannot be separated. In this Review, we focus on experi-
mental work, aimed at elucidating at least rates of crystallization. In
some rare studies, experimentalists have attempted to separate the
rate of crystallization into rates of nucleation, J, and rates of crystal
growth, G.

This is a very difficult task, where the foremost challenge is
the preparation of the amorphous ice itself. Depending on how
the amorphous ice is made, it might contain a crystalline frac-
tion to start with, nm-sized crystalline seeds, adsorbates or trapped
impurities—all of which greatly affect J and G. In addition, the
microporosity and density of the amorphous ice vary very much
with formation conditions. For this reason, we here attempt to group
the results for the rates of crystallization in terms of the preparation
path. Specifically, we distinguish between “amorphous solid water”
(ASW) made by condensation of water vapor, “hyperquenched
glassy water” (HGW) made by rapidly cooling μm-sized liquid
droplets, and “low-density amorphous” (LDA) ice prepared from
crystalline ice in a high-pressure setup, usually a piston-cylinder
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setup or a diamond-anvil cell. These three amorphous ices all
belong to the “LDA” and 4+0 coordination number category men-
tioned above. They differ in terms of morphology, where ASW
contains micropores and HGW contains interfaces between indi-
vidual droplets. LDA made in a piston-cylinder setup is considered
as a fully compact sample, void of micropores, trapped molecules,
or interfaces inside the sample. The only interface in LDA is its
outer, geometric surface. Furthermore, we cover here the pressure
range from the ultrahigh-vacuum to 6 GPa, where HDA and VHDA
are the compact amorphous ices that are observed at high-pressure
conditions. In this Review, the focus is fully on amorphous ices
and the temperature range of up to 150 K (at ambient pressure)
and of up to 190 K (near 2 GPa). We do not cover nucleation and
growth in supercooled droplets in the temperature range between
273 and 200 K. Excellent reviews about nucleation and growth in
such droplets are available in the literature,39–42 in which the role
of the internal Laplace pressure in nm- and μm-droplets is also
discussed.

II. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH IN VAPOR-DEPOSITED
AMORPHOUS ICE (ASW)

Due to its non-equilibrium nature, vapor-deposited amor-
phous solid water (ASW) and its properties are highly dependent
on the specific preparation path. Particularly in the last 25 years,
experimentalists10,43–64 have devoted much effort developing lab-
oratory techniques targeting the open questions on crystallization
and its key steps, i.e., nucleation and growth. ASW is usually
deposited at UHV conditions (<∼10−8 mbar)51,62,63 and analyzed
in situ upon heating to temperatures above ∼130 K. However,
there are several experimental parameters that drastically influence
the nature of ASW. The most important factors are schematically
depicted in Fig. 1. Considering the deposition techniques, most lit-
erature studies either apply collimated molecular beam deposition
at normal angle51,62 or background deposition.10,43,60 The former
method yields dense, (mostly) non-porous films (Fig. 1, right). Back-
ground or backfill deposition describes deposition methods, where
gaseous water molecules impact the support from all angles, result-
ing in microporous deposits with internal surface areas as high
as 280 m2 g−110,11,65 (Fig. 1, left). The influence of the deposition
angle on porosity of the ASW film was meticulously studied in the
past.66–69

In order to distinguish between (mostly) dense and microp-
orous deposits, some authors refer to them as compact ASW (cASW)
and porous ASW (pASW). The distinction between the two is,
however, not straightforward. Upon heating, pASW experiences a
collapse of its micropores, sometimes referred to as pASW to cASW
transition. Yet, even cASW was shown to contain some pores with
trapped molecules and a lamellar structure with some remaining
pore volume between individual lamellae.70 That is, one has to be
careful about what the nomenclature “compact” or “non-porous”
actually means. Quite often, also ASW samples described as such still
contain a small number of remaining micropores or lamellar inter-
faces. It is also very hard to avoid impurities in ASW samples. They
act like a cryo-pump and take up molecules from the background
gas quite easily. Consequently, purities of ASW samples between
different laboratories may be very different.71

Other factors for the preparation of ASW are the support itself,
its material, and the temperature at deposition (Fig. 1, bottom).
Furthermore, film thickness with its implication for crystallization
kinetics is another hot topic.44,50,54,63

Figure 1 lists studies scrutinizing ASW films of different thick-
nesses from ∼5 monolayers (MLs)54,63 to 1050 bilayers (BLs)50,51 (for
more details, see Table I). Since there are differing statements on the
conversion from ML or BL to nm (e.g., 1 ML ∼ 0.3 nm63 and 1 BL
∼ 0.4 nm50), we refrain from converting the values in a uniform way,
but rather cite them as they were reported in the literature.

Another factor that has to be considered upon the litera-
ture research on crystallization of ASW is the analytical method
applied. Most authors use temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD)44,46,47,51,53,63 and/or reflectance/absorbance infrared spec-
troscopy (RAIRS).10,54,57,60,62 Occasionally, other methods such as
helium atom scattering (HAS)53 and positronium annihilation spec-
troscopy (PAS)56 have been applied. TPD utilizes the different
sublimation tendencies of water molecules from amorphous and
crystalline ice (CI), respectively. Ice I shows a lower sublimation
rate due to its regular hydrogen bond network as opposed to ASW.
Upon heating at a certain rate or keeping the film isothermally
at certain temperatures (isothermal ITPD), crystallization changes
the slopes in the respective desorption rate vs temperature63 or vs
time44 diagrams. Crystallization of ASW also changes the desorp-
tion rate for other co-adsorbed molecules, e.g., N2,48 CHF2Cl,50 and
CHCl3,52 which are therefore also applied for studying crystalliza-
tion of ASW. The resulting “desorption spectra” are deconvoluted
for their crystalline fraction at a certain temperature, which allows
for an evaluation according to JMAK theory33–38 [Eq. (1)]. One has
to stress that this method is strictly surface sensitive. For probing
the bulk, reflectance/absorbance infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) is
applied. The strong OH-stretching [or the decoupled OD] mode acts
as a marker band to determine the crystalline fraction fcryst as a func-
tion of t at certain temperatures, facilitating further analysis of the
crystallization kinetics.

The plethora of parameters influencing the nature and proper-
ties of ASW (Fig. 1) makes the literature research on the nucleation
of ASW tricky. As a result, there are several examples of seemingly
contradictory results between different groups or even within the
same group.52,53,58,62,72 These cited studies, for example, treat the
question whether ASW crystallization commences from the surface
or within the bulk. On closer examination, differing results are not
necessarily contradictory, but are a result of different initial samples
(and/or conditions) and should therefore not be compared.

In Table I, the results of relevant studies conducted over the last
25 years on crystallization of ASW are summarized.

These studies cover the temperature range 126–235 K and show
activation energies for the combined nucleation and growth pro-
cess EJG range between 43 and 92 kJ mol−1. Crystallization was
studied from the nanosecond-timescale at the high-temperature
end to the hours-timescale at the low-temperature end. The most
important topics, such as the kinetics of crystallization as a func-
tion of film thickness, the question whether nucleation starts at
the surface or the bulk, the influence of morphology, and finally
the disentanglement of nucleation and growth as separate pro-
cesses over the course of crystallization, shall be discussed in the
following.
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FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of two types of ASW films deposited on a substrate with experimental parameters indicated.

A. Influence of film thickness and substrate
In their study on desorption and crystallization in nanofilms

of ASW at 156–166 K, Smith et al. applied ITPD.44,46 They scru-
tinized the influence of different single crystal substrates [Ru(001)
and Au(111)], the thickness of the deposited ASW film (5–80 ML),
and temperature on the (surface) crystallization time τ. Indepen-
dent of the substrate, τ increases with the thickness of the film
until it reaches a saturation value. They described the film thickness
dependence of τ as follows:

τ = τ∞(1 − e−
L

L∗ ), (3)

where τ∞ and L∗ are fit parameters. They reported a value of L∗

= 15 molecular layers (∼5 nm). They interpreted L∗ as the average
distance between nucleation embryos in the amorphous material.
According to their interpretation, in films thinner than L∗, the prob-
ability of (bulk) nucleation and the resulting number of nucleation
embryos are low and rather constant upon increasing the film thick-
ness up to L∗. Thus, below L∗, (surface) crystallization is limited by
the number of nuclei present in a thin film. As a result, (surface)
crystallization slows down linearly with the increasing thickness.
Above L∗, nucleation is no limiting factor for crystallization, result-
ing in a plateau of crystallization time τ. However, one must consider
that the authors applied the surface-sensitive method of ITPD.

Therefore, their observation does not necessarily apply to the bulk.
Dohnálek et al.47,48 reinterpret the slowing down of crystallization
with the increasing film thickness to be a result of crystallization-
induced cracking of the ASW films. They stated that, because of
the cracks, there is less contact between grains and the surrounding
amorphous phase, slowing down crystallization.

In the study of Smith et al.,44,46 crystallization time τ shows
Arrhenius-like behavior with the temperature of the substrate,
resulting in a substrate-independent activation energy of 84 kJ
mol−1. By modeling the fraction of amorphous and crystalline ice
in their isothermal desorption spectra (desorption rate vs time),
they found the best curve fit when including an Avrami exponent
n = 4. This implies a constant nucleation rate everywhere in the
sample and isotropic 3D growth of the nuclei in nanofilms of ASW.
To sum up, they found that the crystallization kinetics of ASW are
strongly dependent on both temperature and film thickness and are
consistent with a spatially random nucleation and isotropic growth
model, but independent of the metal support.

However, crystalline ice as a substrate acts as a 2D nucleus
for crystal growth, even at temperatures below 110 K.47,48 In their
subsequent studies, Dohnálek et al.47,48 studied crystallization of
ASW with and without crystalline ice as a growth nucleus. They
compared crystallization of pure ASW films (involving both nucle-
ation and growth) and crystallization of ASW on top of a crys-
talline ice template (governed by growth). This comparison allows
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for the determination of activation energies for ice nucleation
EJ (140 kJ mol−1) and growth EG (56 kJ mol−1). These experi-
ments are the foundation for the subsequent “intentional seeding”
experiments, aimed at separating nucleation and growth, discussed
below.51,59,62

Safarik et al.50 studied (surface) crystallization in thicker films
than the ones prepared by Smith et al.,44,46 Löfgren et al.,49 and
Dohnálek et al.47,48 (<150 BL, 55 nm). They applied 150–1050 BL
(55–385 nm) thick ASW films using the surface-sensitive method of
TPD of CHF2Cl. They fitted their isothermal crystallization data at
T = 136–140 K with an Avrami-like model they had developed for
surface transitions.73 When comparing 150, 300, and 1050 BL (55,
110, and 385 nm) films, they reported that surface crystallization,
in fact, accelerates with thickness in this particular range. Consider-
ing the earlier results from the work of Smith et al.44 and Löfgren
et al.,49 Safarik et al.50 suggested a broad maximum of crystalliza-
tion time between 70 and 150 BL thick films. They rationalized the
finding with the idea that in this range 3D-growth of (idealized)
spherical crystallites is geometrically limited in the direction per-
pendicular to the support. For thicker films (>150 BL), grains of
larger radius and grains nucleated further away from the surface (at
higher “nucleation depth”) can grow and impinge on the surface,
contributing to accelerated surface crystallization.

Combining the earlier observations on thinner films44,46,49

[slowing down of (surface) crystallization with the increasing film
thickness and reaching a plateau of τ below 55 nm] with the ones of
Safarik et al.50 [acceleration of (surface) crystallization above 55 nm]
and given that the samples are void of any inhomogeneities leads
to the tentative assumption that there might be three regimes of
film thicknesses: (1) the “thin film regime” where crystallization is
limited by nucleation, (2) the “intermediate film regime” where crys-
tallization times show a plateau (or broad maximum) due to the
geometrical limitation of grain growth, and (3) the thick film regime
with again accelerated crystallization where grain growth is merely
limited by collisions with other grains.

Yamauchi et al.54 studied the very thin film regime of ∼10 ML
of ASW on Ru(001) using both isothermal TPD and RAIRS. Their
JMAK evaluation exhibits exponents of n ∼ 2. This suggests that
ASW crystallization for very thin films, in fact, proceeds through
1D random nucleation and growth. This finding is confirmed in the
recent work of Harada et al.,63 Fig. 2. They scrutinized the film-
size dependent crystallization of 9–45 ML ASW on Pt(111) (the
same range as in Refs. 44, 48, and 54), but used TPD (surface) and
RAIRS (bulk) simultaneously. They also found a decrease in the
crystallization rate with the film thickness in the range below 45
ML. Furthermore, they identified an increase of crystallization tem-
perature with the thickness below 20 ML for both H2O and D2O
deposits. The Avrami exponent n increases from ∼1 (at ∼5 ML) to 4
(at ∼20 ML). In other words, at only 5 ML, growth is 0-dimensional,
and crystallization is governed by nucleation only. They approx-
imated a value for the nucleation activation energy EJ at 5 ML
since the (combined) crystallization activation energy EJG = EJ if
n = 1.63 However, their value of 43 kJ mol−1 (Table I) seems low com-
pared to 140 kJ mol−1 deduced by Dohnálek et al. and others48,51,53

(Table I). Harada et al. estimated the critical nucleus size (diameter)
to be only ∼5 molecules (1.5 nm) at ∼130 to 150 K.63 For compar-
ison, Lupi et al. reported in their theoretical study on nucleation
of mW water a critical ice nucleus size of ∼450 molecules at the

FIG. 2. (a) Avrami exponent n and (b) crystallization rate constant kJG as a function
of ASW film thickness L (1 ML ∼ 0.3 nm), data extracted from the work of Harada
et al.63

homogeneous nucleation temperature of 230 K.74 On the other
hand, the study of Harada et al. shows that a thickness of 20 ML
marks the onset of a bulk regime where ASW crystallizes homoge-
neously and features random nucleation and 3D growth.

In order to explain the thickness-dependence of crystalliza-
tion (<20 ML), Harada et al. compared the width of the decoupled
HDO stretching mode. They derived a distribution of intermolecu-
lar H-bond lengths with film thickness. According to that analysis,
thinner films contain a larger fraction of both short and long hydro-
gen bonds than thicker films (>20 ML). That is, the thinner film
shows a larger variation of H-bond lengths and a higher degree
of disorder.

B. Surface vs bulk nucleation and crystallization
While most authors reported crystallization emerging from the

bulk,44,45,48,51,53,62–64,75 there are a few reports of surface-initiated
crystallization.52,58,72 Backus et al.52 investigated 45 ML ASW films
using RAIRS and TPD of CHCl3. Upon comparing the crystal-
lized fraction at the surface (TPD) and bulk (RAIRS) at 139 K,
they found that 73% of the surface but only 63% of the bulk had
converted. They rationalized the finding with surface-induced crys-
tallization. In contrast, Harada et al.,63 applying TPD (without probe
molecule) and IR spectroscopy, found that crystallization in the
bulk and at the surface occurs simultaneously on the experimen-
tal timescale of 40 s. They also put forward the fact that CHCl3,
used by Backus et al.,52 has a much higher desorption temperature
(130–145 K) than the gases typically used for TPD63 [N2 (25–45 K) in
the Kay/Kimmel group47,48 and CHF2Cl (85–105 K) in the Mullins
group]. Due to the stronger interaction between CHCl3 and ASW
and based on literature studies about CHCl376 and HCl77 on ASW,
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Harada et al. suggested that surface crystallization in the study of
Backus et al.52 was stimulated by the probe molecule CHCl3 itself
and is not a result of preferential formation of crystalline nuclei
at the surface.63

Yuan et al. also have targeted the question whether crystal-
lization propagates top-down from the surface to the bulk or vice
versa.58 According to this study, the surface crystallization time is
independent of film thickness at least in the range of 100–1000
ML, while the crystallization time in the bulk increases linearly with
film thickness. By preparing selectively H/D exchanged ASW lay-
ers, they showed nucleation and crystallization of ASW to start at
the solid/vacuum interface. They rationalized this with an increased
mobility at the surface. In a follow-up study, they compared crystal-
lization kinetics of nanoscale films of ASW either on top of a decane
layer or sandwiched between two layers without an ASW/vacuum
interface.72 Adding a layer of decane on top of ASW suppresses
surface nucleation and crystallization, resulting in approximately
eight times slower crystallization times. Harada et al.,63 however,
argued that a thick decane substrate might lead to significant heat
accumulation during deposition. Less efficient dissipation of heat
could possibly lead to some local heating at the ASW/vacuum
interface and, therefore, be responsible for the observed top-down
crystallization.

C. Morphology—Porous vs compact ASW
The question about the influence of morphology on the crys-

tallization of ASW is often raised in the context of astrophysical
implications of ASW.10,43,60 Maté et al.10 scrutinized isothermal crys-
tallization of ASW at 150 K, prepared via background deposition at
14, 40, and 90 K, respectively. Lower deposition temperature results
in higher porosity.78 Their Avrami evaluation of the evolution of the
HDO band upon crystallization shows an Avrami exponent of ∼1 for
samples deposited at 14 K and ∼2 for the samples deposited at 40 and
90 K. The difference between these values and the ones observed for
dense ASW samples (∼4; see Table I) hints at the idea that different
nucleation/growth processes are involved in porous ASW (pASW)
as opposed to dense/compact ASW (cASW). Safarik and Mullins51

suggested that sublimation and recondensation of water molecules
in the micropores might be the fundamental process in porous ASW
that leads to crystalline ice. In dense ASW, this mechanism can no
longer take place so that in cASW, the crystallization takes place
in the solid state itself rather than via the vapor phase. However,
Harada et al.63 reported no difference between the crystallization
kinetics of porous and non-porous ASW samples [distinguished by
different (background) deposition rates in their study63], referencing
the work of Smith et al.79 However, even the so-called “non-porous”
ASW [prepared by directed deposition at a deposition angle of 0○

(Fig. 1, right)] still contains pores, as shown by Mitchell et al.60

Therefore, the observation of Harada et al.63 likely emanates from
the fact that they compared samples of possibly similar porosity
rather than comparing porous with “non-porous” ASW.

In their crystallization study on porous ASW, Mitchell et al.60

reported two distinct stages of crystallization. The first stage (respon-
sible for ∼10% of the transformation) involves nucleation at the
external surface, while the second, faster stage commences from the
internal pore surface. They also showed that fivefold porosity results
in ∼15 times faster crystallization kinetics. Their separate analysis of

FIG. 3. Fraction of crystallized ice fcryst vs number of ns-pulses Np upon transiently
heating ASW films to 225 K (equivalent to the time axis in a typical Avrami plot).
The gray dataset represents a sigmoidal curve governed by both nucleation and
growth, typical for crystallization of ASW (100 ML) deposited onto a metal sup-
port [Pt(111)]. Note the flat induction period representing nucleation (<Np = 200),
the steep increase representing the growth of nuclei, and the plateau at the end,
indicating completeness of crystallization. The turquoise dataset shows a curve
typical for ASW crystallization catalyzed by a crystalline ice template underneath
the ASW film (25 ML ASW on top of 75 ML crystalline ice). In this case, crystalliza-
tion is governed by the growth process right from the beginning, whereas the flat
induction period is missing. Data extracted from supporting information, Fig. S5 of
Ref. 57.

the different crystallization modes results in Avrami exponents of
n1 ∼ 0.4–0.7 (first stage) and n2 ∼ 4–1.5 (second stage), decreasing
with the increasing porosity. Similar to the interpretation of Safarik
and Mullins,51 Mitchell et al.60 suggested that the second crystalliza-
tion stage is due to the nucleation in the interior of the ice at the
surface of pores.

D. Disentangling nucleation and growth
Based on the fact that nucleation is inherently hard to access,

measurements of absolute values for nucleation rates of ASW are
scarce. Conducting isothermal crystallization experiments and plot-
ting the converted fraction vs time (similar to Fig. 3) make a fit
with the JMAK-model possible.33–38 However, usually, the com-
bined nucleation and growth rate is obtained as a fit parameter,
not allowing for an unambiguous determination of both of them
independently.

In order to separate nucleation from growth, researchers have
come up with a sophisticated strategy:48,51,57,59,62 they have inten-
tionally “seeded” their ASW films with crystalline ice. As a result
of “prenucleation,”51 the crystallization process is governed by crys-
tal growth only, allowing for a direct measurement of growth rates.
Furthermore, these values are used as non-adjustable parameters in
the JMAK model [Eq. (1)], allowing for a separate determination of
nucleation rates.

In a first set of experiments, Safarik and Mullins51 intention-
ally “seeded” ASW films with crystalline nuclei by annealing samples
for 450 s at 142 K, prior to isothermal crystallization experiments
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at T = 134–138 K. The second set of experiments is conducted
with pure, seed-free samples, much like in Ref. 50. The compari-
son of the resulting Avrami plots exhibits an immediate steep linear
increase for prenucleated datasets, while the pure samples show typ-
ical sigmoidal curves with an initial induction time (time lag), where
crystallization kinetics are governed by an interplay of nucleation
and growth (see Fig. 3). The combination of these two model fits of
the two distinct sets of experiments allows for the determination of
nucleation rates between 134 and 142 K and nucleation activation
energy EJ (Table I). They pointed out good agreement between their
results and the ones of Dohnálek et al.47,48 However, there is a dis-
crepancy with the results of Jenniskens and Blake,43 showing a much
smaller activation barrier for nucleation (41 kJ mol−1) compared to
their value of 168 kJ mol−1. They rationalized this difference by the
different ASW morphology, where compact films are produced by
Safarik and Mullins51 and Dohnálek et al.,47,48 but porous films are
produced by Jenniskens and Blake.43

In 2019, the Kay/Kimmel group published two studies tar-
geted at the disentanglement of nucleation and growth in the crys-
tallization process of thin ASW films,61,62 similar to their earlier
studies.57,59 Their approach was to “use a 2D nucleus as a seed for
crystal growth,”47,48 i.e., a crystalline ice substrate underneath ASW.
Furthermore, they employed a 1000 ML ASW film, containing layers
of isotope-exchanged ASW (5% D2O in H2O) at different positions
within the film. These isotopically substituted layers enabled them
to locate the propagating crystalline front by using RAIRS. The films
either had a “free” interface with the vacuum or were capped with an
organic layer.72 In isothermal experiments at temperatures between
140 and 150 K using RAIRS, they expectedly observed a steep rise
in the Avrami plots [fcryst(t), comparable with Fig. 3] with no ini-
tial induction time. From this slope (after converting the crystalline
fraction axis to “crystallized monolayers,” Fig. 4), they were able to
extract temperature-dependent growth rates, e.g., 2.7 ML/s at 150 K.
In addition, they reported an activation energy for growth EG of
40 ± 3 kJ mol−1.61 In order to probe J, they applied ∼10 ns laser
pulses to transiently heat 15–30 nm films of ASW to 188–230 K at
∼109 to 1010 K s−1.62 Kimmel et al. proposed that transiently heating
thin ASW films allows for exploring bulk (homogeneous) nucleation
in deeply supercooled liquid water. This is because their experi-
ments showed no significant difference between crystallization of
“free” and “capped” water films. Accordingly, surface nucleation
and crystallization play a minor role of in this setup. Since they
were able to obtain growth rates as a function of temperature in
independent measurements, they were able to determine nucleation
rates by modeling their observed crystallization kinetics using JMAK
theory. Their experiment suggests a maximum of J at ∼216 K at
1029±1 m−3 s−1 and a rapid drop by 4–5 orders of magnitude at
189 K (Fig. 5). However, quite recently, de Almeida Ribeiro et al.
proposed that transient heating experiments using ns-pulses suffer
from unclear temperatures.80 Based on their molecular simulations,
they questioned whether the structure probed after the ns-pulse is, in
fact, representative of the structure at Tpulse. This might imply some
degree of uncertainty along the T-axis in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 summarizes nucleation rates as a function of tempera-
ture from different studies.62 The work of Xu et al.59 on thicker films
(240 nm) shows a decrease of J with the increasing temperature,
in accordance with a maximum between 210 and 220 K. Between
230 and 240 K, data on ice nucleation from μm-sized droplets are

FIG. 4. Time dependence of crystallization for four different ASW films (between
100 and 1000 ML thickness) sandwiched between a crystalline ice template
(bottom) and an organic cap (top). This sandwich structure allows for selective
bottom-up crystallization (as indicated by the arrow) and growth rate determination,
monitored by isothermal RAIRS measurements. Data taken from Ref. 61.

FIG. 5. Summary of nucleation rate data in thin ASW films in the range 188–224 K
and in nm- and μm-sized liquid droplets in the range 227–238 K, adapted from
Ref. 62.

presented (Hagen et al.: 0.1 μm,81 Laksmono et al.: 9–12 μm,40 Wood
et al.: 35 μm,82 Earle et al.: 1–2.9 μm,83 Riechers et al.: 53–96 μm,84

and Kabath et al.: 30–100 μm85). The different studies carried out
above 235 K show a remarkably similar trend and seem like an
extrapolation of the data from the work of Xu et al.59 However,
the experiments of Hagen et al.81 at 225–235 K differ significantly
from the ones of Laksmono et al.40 (Fig. 5). A plausible explana-
tion for the difference is the much smaller droplet dimension in
the experiments of Hagen et al.81 compared to Laksmono et al.40

The resulting increase of Laplace pressure for the smaller droplets
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of 100 nm may shift the nucleation rates to higher values compared
to the ones obtained by Laksmono et al.40 Laplace pressures are on
the order of 100 MPa in the interior of droplets of 2 nm, but rather
small for 100 nm droplets.86 Such high pressures lower the degree of
supercooling and, hence, suppress nucleation.87 This is confirmed
in the mW model.88,89 At the surface of nanodroplets, pressures are
on the other hand negative, thereby enhancing nucleation.90 That
is, surface nucleation is preferred in nanodroplets, whereas in thin
films, bulk nucleation is preferred. Yet, the complicated nature of
nucleation in nanodroplets is not clear and needs further investiga-
tion.90 The difference between the experiments of Hagen et al.81 and
Laksmono et al.40 might, therefore, also be caused by other effects,
especially preseeding that is only of relevance in the amorphous
films, but not in nanodroplets.40,89

III. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH IN HYPERQUENCHED
GLASSY WATER (HGW)

The straightforward way to form a glass is to cool the melt
rapidly to avoid crystallization.91 In the case of water, this has
proven to be rather difficult. Even high cooling rates, often real-
ized by directly plunging samples into liquid nitrogen, do not suffice
by far to vitrify pure water.92,93 Instead, crystallization intervenes,
and the glassy state is not reached. Due to this circumstance, aque-
ous solutions are often used instead. They vitrify more easily since
the addition of substantial amounts of solutes increases the con-
figurational entropy and greatly reduces rates of crystallization.92,94

In more dilute aqueous solutions, the rates of crystallization are
still too high so that plunging into liquid nitrogen still results in
crystallization rather than vitrification.

Brüggeller and Mayer were the first ones to actually reach the
cooling rates necessary to vitrify pure liquid water.13 In their first
successful attempts, they used a jet of micrometer-sized liquid water
droplets and n-heptane as a cryomedium. By contrast to liquid nitro-
gen, n-heptane is a non-boiling cryomedium, where evaporation
does not avoid the direct contact of water droplets with the cry-
omedium. That is, the “Leidenfrost effect” is an issue for liquid
nitrogen, but not for liquid n-heptane. However, the major disad-
vantage of the latter cryomedium is the difficulty to separate the
vitrified water from n-heptane without contamination. Facing this
issue, Mayer discovered another way to vitrify liquid water, which
is referred to as hyperquenching.95 Here, micrometer-sized liquid
water droplets are injected into a high-vacuum chamber, develop
ultrasonic speed, and hit on a cooled copper substrate, on which
every single droplet immediately turns into a glassy droplet. The
glassy deposit is called hyperquenched glassy water (HGW). HGW
usually contains less than 5% crystalline material96,97 and consists of
3 μm-sized glassy droplets stacked upon each other to form a ∼1 mm
thick volcano-shaped deposit.97 The droplets are cooled from 300
to 77 K in ∼20 μs, which beats the timescale of crystallization. Yet,
the density of the droplets decreases from 1.00 g cm−3 at 300 K to
0.92 g cm−3 at 77 K. That is, even on this timescale, there are sig-
nificant fluctuations of density upon cooling. It seems plausible that
this is due to the crossing of the Widom line98 (near 220 K at vac-
uum conditions), below which the low-density liquid (LDL) is more
stable than the high-density liquid (HDL). That is, density fluctua-
tions drive the liquid into a state that is 9% less dense than liquid
water at ambient temperature. To suppress such fluctuations, even

FIG. 6. Heating traces of HGW at ambient pressure employing a heating rate of
30 K min−1. Traces for annealed (red curve, extracted from Ref. 100) and unan-
nealed HGW (black curve, measured by us) are shown. Tg,1 marks the glass
transition temperature of annealed HGW. In the case of unannealed HGW, Tg,1
is masked by a broad exotherm that signifies enthalpy relaxation.100 The inset
shows a zoom-out (note the scale bars) of the black curve showing the crystal-
lization exotherm (onset temperature ∼152 K) and the melting endotherm (onset
temperature 273 K).

faster cooling than currently achieved in the hyperquenching exper-
iments of ∼107 K s−1 is required. In these 20 μs cooling time, also the
glass transition temperature of 136 K99 is crossed so that the glassy
deposit called HGW according to its preparation route belongs to
the category of low-density amorphous (LDA) ice.

Without the cryomedium, calorimetric ex situ heating exper-
iments were finally possible, which revealed the thermal behavior
of HGW. Figure 6 shows an example of the observed behavior of
HGW upon heating using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
Without annealing (black trace in Fig. 6), HGW experiences first
a continuous enthalpy relaxation between 100 and 140 K, which
is followed by a sharp exotherm between 160 and 170 K (inset of
Fig. 6).101 This indicates crystallization to ice I, more specifically to
stacking disordered ice I (Isd) that contains both cubic and hexagonal
stacking sequences. Annealing the sample, for instance, for 90 min at
129 K, allows the sample to slowly release enthalpy and to reach the
metastable equilibrium state before the actual DSC scan is carried
out. The red trace in Fig. 6 represents the DSC scan after the anneal-
ing step. The glass transition is observed right before the onset of the
crystallization. The widely accepted literature value of Tg,1 (the glass
transition temperature at the LDA/LDL transition) at 30 K min−1101

is 136 K. The crystallization temperature Tx also depends on the
heating rate and was found at 158.5 K for 10 K min−199 and 150 K
for 30 K min−1.101 In addition, the D2O isotope effect of has been
investigated, where deuterated samples show slower kinetics and
higher crystallization temperature, namely, 156 K when heating with
30 K min−1.102

A. Crystallization kinetics of vitrified droplets (HGW)
Detailed studies on the crystallization kinetics of HGW are

scarce probably because very specialized experimental equipment is
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needed to recover the glassy deposit and to do subsequent ex situ
experiments. In addition, computational studies on that topic are
quite demanding because of low temperatures and long time scales
involved.89,103,104 In any case, quantifying the kinetics of crystal-
lization usually involves isothermal crystallization experiments (or
simulations).10,89,103–106 In such experiments, HGW is kept at the
temperature of interest, and the crystallized fraction is tracked using
Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)10,105,106 or differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC)106 in experiments or using order
parameters in simulations.89,103,104

The first ones to analyze the crystallization kinetics of HGW
were Hage et al.105 They deposited liquid H2O droplets mixed with
small amounts of D2O on a window that was kept at 78 K. D2O at
low concentrations allows for the observation of the decoupled OD
stretching vibration, which is very sensitive to crystallization. Sub-
sequently, they heated their samples to either 140, 144, or 146 K
and followed crystallization by observing the time evolution of the
OD stretching vibration. Their values for n are shown in Fig. 7
(dark blue squares). Most of them are around 1.5 (within an error
bar of 15%), which hints on either a constant nucleation rate and
diffusion-controlled one-dimensional growth or no nucleation and
three-dimensional diffusion-controlled growth.107 Hage et al. inter-
preted their results in terms of the latter case, stating that ice I
would grow as spherical particles, while nucleation is almost com-
plete or negligible at these temperatures. An additional experiment
that involves an annealing step slightly below the glass transition
temperature of HGW prior to crystallization, however, shows a
different behavior: The entire fcryst(t) curve can no longer be fit-
ted with a single JMAK-fit, but requires the value of n to change
from initially 2.43 to 0.90. The initial value was interpreted as
diffusion-controlled growth of spherical nuclei that had formed in
the annealing step, while the second stage was attributed to the radial
growth of cylindrical nuclei.

Later, they extended their studies to a larger set of temperatures
and higher concentrations of D2O106 (light blue circles in Fig. 7). As
one might suspect, the larger amount of D2O causes the kinetics to
slow down and thereby decreases the rate constants while increas-
ing the activation energy. In addition, Avrami exponents are lower
compared to pure H2O at 150–155 K (see light blue circles in Fig. 7),
indicating a pronounced isotope effect. For pure water, they added
isothermal calorimetry experiments to measure the heat release dur-
ing crystallization and thereby determine fcryst(t). The benefit of DSC
over FTIR in this regard is that in FTIR, crystallites are only visible
at a certain size, while DSC recognizes any kind of heat evolution.
That includes the release/take-up of heat during strain-relief, nucle-
ation, and microcrystalline growth. While the activation energies,
and thereby also the rate constants, are similar for both DSC and
FTIR, there are pronounced differences in Avrami exponents. These
differences stem from heat evolution due to the above-mentioned
effects, which can be seen in DSC but not in FTIR. Thus, they con-
cluded that FTIR data are not suitable for an interpretation of n that
heavily relies on morphology.106

Another experimental investigation has been conducted by
Maté et al. but employing a different hyperquenching setup.10

They injected 2–3 bursts of liquid water droplets into a high-
vacuum chamber through a pulsed valve, leading to an ∼100 nm
thick deposit. Additionally, they varied the deposition temperature
between 14 and 90 K. Subsequently, they crystallized all samples

FIG. 7. Compilation of literature data for the Avrami exponent n determined by
isothermal crystallization experiments (filled symbols) of H2O-HGW employing
infrared spectroscopy10,105,106 or calorimetry (data points inside ellipse marked
DSC).106 Additionally, the results of MD simulations (open triangles)103 using the
mW model and data on LDA108 are shown. Data points in ellipse marked D2O are
to identify work on D2O.

isothermally at 150 K and measured fcryst(t) using FTIR, just as dis-
cussed above. Interestingly, their values for n strongly depend on
the deposition temperature (see Fig. 7), while k barely changes. An
increase from 14 to 40 K doubles n, but a further increase from 40
to 90 K leaves n almost unchanged. The authors10 interpreted these
results as an indication of the existence of a structurally different
form of amorphous ice at very low temperatures, which then would
show altered crystallization kinetics. They ruled out that this pro-
nounced jump in n is caused by different initial morphologies since
the same behavior is observed for ASW deposits. However, there
are also other possible explanations. Hage et al. saw a comparable
increase of n only after annealing close to Tg,1 and concluded that
nuclei that formed during that period serve as seeds for growth.105

In light of that, it might also be possible that in the samples of Maté
et al., crystalline nuclei formed already during deposition at 40 and
90 K, but not at 14 K. Additionally, their heating rates to achieve
150 K are quite low (5 K min−1), which means that partially nucle-
ated samples will continue to nucleate even before the isothermal
step commences, leading to n > 2. In the frame of this interpreta-
tion, the comparably low n found after deposition at 14 K might
reflect the lack of nuclei in that sample. In other words, only at that
temperature, their setup would allow for a deposition with very few
nuclei.

Another point we want to stress is that in the case of HGW,
the JMAK-model seems to be only applicable to a limited degree.
It has been shown that if the activation energy is time-dependent
(other than usually assumed), the Avrami exponent can deviate sig-
nificantly from the value one would expect based on the JMAK
mechanism.105 If the mechanism changes during crystallization,
leading to a change of the activation energy and rate constant, the
Avrami exponent might be misleading. Thus, for HGW, detailed
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interpretations on the mechanism of crystallization should not rely
only on the value of the Avrami exponent.

Computational studies related to the nucleation of ice in HGW
are limited to several publications by Moore and Molinero.89,103,104

Observing isothermal crystallization in MD-simulations requires
large simulation boxes and comparably long time scales. Thus, such
simulations are barely computationally feasible when employing
atomistic water models. Therefore, these authors used a coarse-
grained water model called monoatomic water (mW).88 In this
model, water is essentially represented as a single atom, but tetra-
hedral binding is encouraged through additional short-range inter-
actions, which are supposed to mimic H-bonds. Upon cooling with
less than 10 K ns−1, it crystallizes at ∼200 K, and upon slightly
faster cooling, it exhibits a glass transition at ∼150 K.103 Thus,
to study the crystallization kinetics, these authors chose 180 K,
a temperature that sits between both limits. While they mainly
focused on the crystallization of an “instantaneously quenched
liquid” (QL), they also simulated the crystallization of a “warmed
glass” (WG), which is essentially the computational equivalent of
HGW prepared directly from the liquid. Interestingly, both mate-
rials (QL and WG) show similar crystallization kinetics as can be
seen in the Avrami exponents shown in Fig. 7.103 The slight dif-
ference between the two can be explained via different numbers
of nuclei at the beginning of the crystallization. Other than that,
their kinetic data agree quite well with the experiments of Hage
et al. but not with those of Maté et al. Additionally, they car-
ried out similar simulations at different temperatures and were
able to determine a maximum in the crystallization rate of mW
at around 200 K.89 However, due to the faster dynamics of mW
when compared to real water, this temperature might not be
directly comparable to experiments. For this reason, they used lit-
erature data and classical nucleation theory to estimate a maximum
at around 225 K.

B. Mechanism of crystallization in HGW
A major advantage of computational studies is the ability

to directly gather microscopic data, which facilitate clarifying the
mechanisms involved. The studies of Moore and Molinero89,103,104

also shed light on the microscopic mechanism when crystallizing a
warmed glass (WG). It is comprised of three different stages that
are schematically shown in Fig. 8. Only a few nuclei are present in
the beginning and the induction period is very short. Stage I com-
mences during the first 40 ns in which the number and size of nuclei
increase rapidly. The size of the critical nuclei is approximately ten
water molecules. The initial structure of the nuclei resembles cubic
ice I (Ic). However, when the nuclei grow, hexagonal ice I (Ih) lay-
ers grow on top of the cubic nuclei. Therefore, hexagonal stacking
faults are already present at stage I. Thus, stage I can be classified as
nucleation and growth of stacking disordered ice I (Isd).104

Between 40 and 100 ns of simulation time, the number den-
sity of nuclei increases more slowly until it reaches a maximum.
After 100 ns, the number density of nuclei decreases, which indi-
cates stage II, namely, the consolidation of nuclei and crystallites.104

Several processes were identified: (i) direct attachment, (ii) rear-
rangement, and (iii) non-consolidation. Direct attachment (i) occurs
when two crystallites have parallel stacking axes and grow toward
each other. Once they are close enough, they just merge into a

FIG. 8. Simplified schematic representation of the three stages of crystallization of
a glass made from mW-water.103,104 Start (t = 0): Only a few nuclei that resemble
cubic ice I (Ic) are present. Stage I: Nucleation and growth of stacking disordered
ice I (Isd). For simplification, these crystallites are represented in a spherical man-
ner. In reality, they show a broad distribution of shapes. Stage II: Consolidation of
the nuclei and crystallites. Stage III: Slow growth of large crystallites.

single crystallite. Rearrangement (ii) is observed when the stack-
ing axes are misaligned. This causes in most cases a rearrangement
of the smaller crystallite to align said axes again to perform direct
attachment. In case both crystallites are too large for rearrangement,
non-consolidation (iii) occurs. In this case, the crystallites do not
merge and are separated by layers of interfacial ice and liquid water.
Stage III involves a slow growth of the crystallites without change in
their number density. Crystallization is finished once no crystallites
can be consolidated anymore in the accessible time scales, which is
the case after 590 ns.104

While it is conceivable that similar kinds of mechanisms may
also take place in real samples of HGW, there are some differ-
ences that are not accounted for in simulations. The most notable
one is the presence of individual droplets and interfaces between
droplets already in the vitrified state. Figure 9 shows an electron
microscopy image of HGW samples after shading with metals. Indi-
vidual droplets and interfaces between them are clearly visible. That
is, there are interfaces between individual droplets, which produce a
significant level of strain between individual droplets. It is entirely
unclear whether nucleation in such HGW samples takes place at
these interfaces or within the bulk of individual droplets. In addition,
the question whether or not the strain levels are reduced and whether
these interfaces disappear above the glass transition, possibly even
prior to crystallization, has not been clarified yet. Nonetheless,
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FIG. 9. Ultrastructure of the vitrified HGW sample at 80 K as observed in the
electron microscope after shading with platinum. The droplet diameter seen after
splat-cooling (i.e., hyperquenching) is typically ∼2 to 3 μm. Cut through the glassy
sample is approximately parallel to the incident beam of water droplets of an initial
diameter of ∼3 μm in the liquid state. Note the well-defined interfaces between
individual droplets and fractures.

there is good agreement between experimental105,106 and computa-
tional103 Avrami exponents, suggesting similar mechanisms during
crystallization of HGW. That said, the previous discussion of the
mechanism of crystallization might also be valid for the experi-
ment and might point into the direction that droplet coalescence
takes place in the experiment prior to crystallization. Such kind
of droplet coalescence would, furthermore, indicate that the HGW
sample turns into an ultraviscous liquid above its glass transition
temperature (near 136 K).99 Apparently, a question of such impor-
tance needs more proof than just similar Avrami exponents. Direct
experiments related to the dynamics of the interfaces are desirable.
From the experimental point of view, the details of how prepara-
tion history and crystallization temperature influence the Avrami
exponent are still unclear. The experimental studies mentioned here
focus on using FTIR, where the downsides of this method have
already been mentioned above. More calorimetric studies that sys-
tematically probe the effect of different deposition-, annealing-, and
crystallization-temperatures could help to answer open questions.
On the simulation side, it would be desirable to assess how robust
the mechanisms are upon the change of the water model, e.g., when
going from the coarse-grained mW model to atomistic models, such
as TIP4P/ice or the like.

IV. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH IN AMORPHOUS
ICE AT PRESSURES UP TO 2 GPa

A. Polyamorphism
Amorphous ice can also be produced via pressure-induced

amorphization (PIA) at low temperatures. Three distinct amor-
phous ices are distinguished based on their density and local coor-
dination of water molecules. ASW and HGW discussed so far both
belong to the LDA family of amorphous ices. Amorphous ices of

higher density in the high-density amorphous (HDA) and very-
high-density amorphous (VHDA) ice families are usually produced
starting from hexagonal ice. Pressurization of ice Ih beyond 1.2 GPa
at 77 K is the most-widely used method and the historically first
method developed by Mishima et al.14 Upon compression at low
temperatures, ice Ih amorphizes first into what is called at the present
time unannealed HDA (uHDA) to distinguish from more advanced
preparations. This nomenclature was brought forward by Nelmes
et al.109 and Winkel et al.110 in their work on pressure-annealing
of uHDA. At temperatures above 77 K, uHDA slowly progresses
toward an equilibrium form, where three different equilibrated end
states are known. In the pressure range below about 0.2 GPa, LDA
is the equilibrated amorphous ice; between 0.2 and 0.8 GPa, it is
HDA; and between 0.8 and 3 GPa, it is VHDA.3 Annealing above
0.8 GPa induces a transformation of uHDA into more dense VHDA,
while at lower pressures, a relaxation to the lesser dense “expanded
HDA (eHDA)” is observed. This eHDA form represents a more
relaxed and homogeneous form of HDA that is closely related to the
high-density liquid state HDL, by contrast to uHDA, which still con-
tains distorted, crystalline remnants.111–114 The key characteristic of
these processes upon annealing is that they bring the amorphous
ice closer to the metastable equilibrium. For this reason, they are
inevitably irreversible relaxation processes. uHDA never reappears
through changes of pressure because of its unstable, high-energy
nature, whereas eHDA or VHDA can be made through different
routes and represent metastable equilibrium states. For instance,
eHDA is obtained both upon heating uHDA at 0.2 GPa to 140 K and
upon decompression of VHDA to 0.2 GPa at 140 K.110 Such equi-
librated amorphous ices can be kept (meta)stably for many years
without significant changes in their (thermodynamic) properties,
such as excess entropy or excess volume. For this reason, they are
quite similar to stable ice phases, but there is always a crystalline ice
phase that is thermodynamically more stable than the equilibrated
amorphous ice. Furthermore, these three amorphous ices experi-
ence amorphous-to-amorphous phase transitions upon changing
pressure and/or temperature, a phenomenon that very much resem-
bles the behavior of thermodynamically stable crystalline phases of
ice. The phase transitions between these amorphous ices are sharp
and jump-like, e.g., the density changes suddenly by about 25% at
the HDA-to-LDA transition, where LDA nuclei form within the
HDA-matrix and grow at their expense. The transition can then also
be reversed, with some hysteresis, by changing the pressure. Such
behavior is quite atypical for amorphous or glassy materials and has
been termed “polyamorphism.” The idea behind polyamorphism is
that such equilibrated amorphous ices represent proxies of equi-
librium liquids, with the only difference that structural relaxation
times are above 100 s in amorphous ices, but below 100 s in deeply
supercooled liquids. The temperature at which the criterion distin-
guishing the amorphous solid and the deeply supercooled liquid is
reached is called the glass transition temperature Tg . Three distinct
glass transition temperatures for the three distinct amorphous ices
have been reported experimentally and mapped as a function of
pressure.27 There is an ongoing debate and scientific work yet to be
done to settle the issue whether or not the amorphous ices, indeed,
turn into liquids above their respective Tgs. Recent evidence seems
to affirm the thermodynamic continuous connection of HDA and
LDA with the supercooled liquid, whereas for VHDA, some more
research is required to answer the question.115 It has been suggested
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by Stern et al. that amorphous ices crystallize before they can reach
the deeply supercooled liquid state above 0.3 GPa, but turn into the
liquid before crystallizing below 0.3 GPa.31

This question whether or not crystallization takes place from
the amorphous solid or from the deeply supercooled liquid is key
when interpreting measured crystallization rates. One important
idea to keep in mind is that pre-existing ice nuclei may remain
in the amorphous solid, but disappear at the transition into the
deeply supercooled liquid. While uHDA is understood to contain
such pre-existing nuclei, eHDA contains much less of them, or even
none. These nuclei may even survive the amorphous–amorphous
transition from HDA to LDA. That is, uHDA or eHDA decom-
pressed at lower temperatures leads to LDA-I and LDA-II, respec-
tively, where LDA-II is more homogeneous and closer to its
metastable equilibrium,116 while uHDA and, subsequently, LDA-I
show nanocrystalline remnants in the amorphous matrix.113

Besides PIA, other methods have also been employed to amor-
phize ice polymorphs: Upon isobaric heating of Ih from 77 K to
155–170 K at pressures between 0.50 and 1.00 GPa, temperature-
induced amorphization occurs.117 Isobaric heating above 120 K of
recovered ice VIII or VII at ambient pressures also yields LDA.118–122

Another unusual route to LDA is rapid decompression of ice VIII
from pressures above 5 GPa to vacuum at temperatures between
140 and 165 K.108 Rapid decompression of ice VIII at low tempera-
tures results in a transition to ice VII, which then upon slow heating
amorphizes into HDA at 86 K and turns to LDA above 107 K.123

The crystallization behavior of these amorphous ices is highly
case-dependent, very much affected by the specific route to make
it, the pressure, and the heating rate during annealing. These fac-
tors determine not only the form of crystalline ice it transforms
into but also the onset temperature and kinetics of crystallization. In
addition, the question whether or not the amorphous matrix carries
crystalline remnants has a tremendous impact on the combined rate
of nucleation and growth of such amorphous ices. Obviously, amor-
phous ices carrying less crystalline remnants crystallize most slowly
and can be heated to higher temperatures before they crystallize.
That is, high crystallization temperatures Tx prove the high quality
of the pure amorphous samples, whereas low crystallization tem-
peratures imply preparation routes that lead to non-homogeneous
amorphous ices, i.e., amorphous ices with crystalline remnants.
These crystallites are too small to show long-range order. For short-
range order, studies of molecular structure can give insights into
similarities between distorted nanocrystals in the amorphous matrix
and crystalline ice phases: X-ray diffractograms of LDA and ice I
indicate similarities in density and structure (Ref. 124 and refer-
ences therein). Raman spectra of HDA and VHDA show similarities
to ice VI (Ref. 124 and references therein). However, the resulting
crystalline phase into which an amorphous ice with nanocrystalline
remnants crystallizes provides more conclusive evidence about the
structure of nanocrystals. uHDA still contains distorted, crystalline
ice Ih remnants, the result of an incomplete amorphization of ice
Ih at low temperature.111 Upon heating at pressures between 0.25
and 0.50 GPa, these ice Ih nanocrystals in uHDA transform to ice IX
seeds.112,113 Similarly, eHDA that had been annealed below 0.2 GPa
shows the presence of LDA seeds, which turn to IX nanocrystals
upon heating above 0.17 GPa.113 During transformation of uHDA
to LDA-I upon heating at pressures as low as 0.001 GPa, ice Ih seeds
are preserved within the amorphous matrix.111

B. Crystallization of amorphous ices at different
pressures

Starting at vacuum108 to low pressures below 0.1 GPa,113,125

non-LDA types of amorphous ices first undergo polyamorphic tran-
sitions in a step-like manner to the respective form of lower density
until LDA is reached, e.g., VHDA transforms upon heating first to
HDA, which then turns to LDA. After a glass-transition to low-
density liquid (LDL),108 crystallization to stacking disordered ice Isd
takes place. [Although the literature frequently speaks of cubic ice
Ic, full cubicity is hardly reached (Ref. 126 and references therein)
in these experiments, so the reader is reminded that Ic is frequently
used synonymously for hexagonal-cubic stacking disordered ice Isd.]
In this Review, we only cover nucleation and growth of crystalline
ices even though nucleation and growth processes have also been
identified for the polyamorphic transition producing LDA/LDL.127

That is, the polyamorphic transition involves nucleation of amor-
phous ice in an amorphous matrix,113,114 interfaces between amor-
phous ices of different densities, and growth of domains. This new
kind of physics at the heart of the polyamorphic transition has not
been investigated quantitatively, though, so far.

Only LDA-I, deriving from (unannealed) uHDA, does not crys-
tallize into a single ice phase, but instead, a mixture of Isd and
hexagonal ice (Ih) forms. This likely derives from two crystallization
channels: one from the LDA-matrix and the other from hexag-
onal remnants in uHDA, preserved even after decompression to
LDA-I.111,128

The crystallization product of HDA changes with the increas-
ing pressure, starting with Isd at low pressures, continuing to ice
IX,129 ice V,130 ice IV,131 and ice XII132 and ending with ice VI133 at
2 GPa. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 10(a). Between 0.1 and
0.3 GPa, crystallization is preceded by a glass transition to super-
cooled high-density liquid (HDL) water. At higher pressures, the
timescales for crystallization decreases significantly in relations to
relaxation, so crystallization occurs directly from the amorphous
solid state.31

Salzmann et al.134 found that at pressures of 0.21–1.41 GPa,
crystallization shows characteristics of parallel reactions to two or
even more ice phases. They observed the simultaneous formation of
ices Isd and IX at 0.21 GPa; ices Isd, IX, and V at 0.31 GPa; ices IX and
V at 0.51 GPa; ices IV, V, IX, and XII at 0.71 GPa; ices IV and XII at
0.81 and 1.21 GPa; and ices XII and VI at 1.41 GPa. At pressures of at
least 1.91 GPa, only ice VI forms. When deriving from uHDA, at low
pressure ice IX, formation is contaminated by ice Ih crystallization.
Similarly to the crystallization behavior of LDA-I, hexagonal nucle-
ation sites of uHDA cause the formation of a mixture of ice Ih and
ice IX.111

The description of eHDA’s crystallization behavior applies just
to VHDA as well. This is because over the pressure range, the
equilibrated amorphous phase changes continuously from HDA
to VHDA. Annealing VHDA at pressures below roughly 0.8 GPa
induces a transition to eHDA, and annealing of HDA at pressures
above results in a transition to VHDA, before crystallization sets in
Refs. 31 and 135. However, the annealing temperature of VHDA
is of importance and determines the absence of nanocrystalline
remnants.31

The onset temperature of crystallization Tx behaves across the
discussed pressure range just as complex: It depends on multiple
factors, which include pressure, heating rate, preparation route, and
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FIG. 10. (a) Schematic diagram of pressure-dependence of crystallization kinet-
ics for crystalline ice phases from experimental observations.134 The diagram
indicates which ice polymorph crystallizes preferentially at the given pressure
and heating rate from amorphous ice. Typically, a mixture of two ice polymorphs
crystallizes in parallel, where type 1 crystallization is favored in slow heating exper-
iments, but type 2 for fast heating. (b) Schematic illustration of the temperature
dependences of logarithmic crystallization rate constant (kJG) for types 1 and 2.
Crystalline phases of ice IV (type 1) and XII (type 2) at ∼1 GPa are taken as an
example. The inset shows a schematic energy landscape, indicating the different
activation energies (Ea) for the two types of crystallization.

density of the amorphous state. The crystallization shifts to higher
temperatures with the increasing pressure, starting with tempera-
tures close to 140 K at atmospheric pressure and reaching as far as
184 K at 1.8 GPa. However, this “boundary to no man’s land” takes
after 1.8 GPa a sharp turn, i.e., Tx decreases with p for p > 1.8 GPa,
as seen in Fig. 11. In fact, at pressures above 4 GPa, amorphous
ice is no longer stable and crystallizes upon compression even at
temperatures below 100 K.136 Thus, by choosing higher heating
rates, long crystallization times can be overcome at low temperatures
and crystallization sets in at higher temperatures. For this reason, a
comparison of Tx is only meaningful for the same heating rates.134

Tx is also influenced by the amount of nanocrystalline rem-
nants in the amorphous matrix as crystallization is catalyzed at these

nucleation sites. This is why uHDA and LDA-I tend to crystallize
at significantly lower temperatures than eHDA and LDA-II, respec-
tively. For VHDA, the pressure of annealing is of importance. While
annealing pressures of 1.1 GPa are not sufficient to eradicate crys-
talline remnants completely, after annealing at 1.9 GPa, a form of
VHDA is formed, which exhibits the highest Tx. Interestingly, for
eHDA, a higher annealing pressure shows no effect on Tx. It remains
unclear whether no seeds are present in both types of eHDA at the
end of decompression or new seeds are introduced during decom-
pression for both.135 However, it is critical to which pressure eHDA
is decompressed to: Decompression of eHDA to pressures below
0.2 GPa causes a significantly lower Tx for heating at pressures above
0.17 GPa than decompression to 0.2 or 0.3 GPa. This is because dur-
ing decompression to low pressures, nanodomains of LDA form,
which then transform into ice IX nuclei upon heating.113

Comparing VHDA and eHDA, which have both been annealed
at 1.9 GPa, shows the effect of the density on Tx: VHDA exhibits
the highest Tx and, thus, can be used to map the low-temperature
boundary to water’s no man’s land31 in Fig. 11. Only at pressures
of up to 0.3 GPa, both eHDA and VHDA crystallize at almost the
same temperature. Stern et al. argued that this effect is a result of
the preceding glass transition to high-density liquid (HDL), where
both eHDA and VHDA turn into the same metastable high-density
liquid, which then crystallizes.135

C. Crystallization rates of LDA
The number of kinetic studies on LDA crystallization is limited,

especially concerning LDA synthetized involving pressure-induced
amorphization. This is due to its structural similarity to HGW and
especially ASW. Quite often, ASW, HGW, and LDA are used syn-
onymously in the literature,137 where most studies in the literature
pertain to ASW (see paragraphs above). In the case of LDA, there
have been some studies that were done ex situ, in contrast to ASW
and HGW. Crystallization of LDA was monitored using ultrafast
laser methods so that temperatures as high as 200 K and above could
be studied.126,138 Furthermore, slow heating experiments did probe
the crystallization kinetics at temperatures below 170 K.108 The crys-
tallization kinetics of the low-density liquid form synthetized by
rapid decompression of ice VIII at temperatures between 140 and
165 K had been investigated by Lin et al.108 Using time-resolved x-
ray diffraction, they were able to monitor in situ structural changes
within milliseconds at isothermal and isobaric conditions. The
Avrami exponent for the observed crystallizations between 145 and
165 K is ∼1.5, indicating a diffusion-controlled growth of spheri-
cal nuclei.107,108 At 140 K, the Avrami exponent diverts from this
trend and lies close to 2.5, which would imply diffusion-controlled
three-dimensional growth.107 This might be linked to the relatively
long nucleation duration at 140 K. Avrami exponents are included
in Fig. 7.

For a direct comparison, we calculated from the Avrami expo-
nent n and the crystallization time τ, the crystallization rate constant
kJG; Fig. 12 shows collected rate constants at 150 K plotted against
the pressure for comparison.

In their studies, Lin et al. reported kJG at each temperature and
noted an increase in the slope above 155 K. They offered possible
explanations for this increase in crystallization kinetics. They argued
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FIG. 11. Relation between pressure p, crystallization temperature Tx , and rate of crystallization RJG for HDA and VHDA. Data taken from Ref. 136 and from Ref. 31, where
the uniaxial growth rates are obtained by division, using the bore cross section of the piston cylinder cell (∼50 mm2). Trends are indicated in color as a guide to the eye.
The change from red to blue near ∼0.8 GPa marks the transition from HDA to VHDA. Note that LDA between 0.0 and 0.1 GPa is not shown in the diagram for simplification.
Therefore, the jump-like change HDA to LDA [with Tx (LDA) ≈ 150 K] is missing.

that it might be linked to a decoupling of self-diffusion from struc-
tural relaxation, which has been observed in metallic glasses close to
the glass-transition temperature (Ref. 108 and references therein).
Another possibility they pointed out is a fragile-strong dynamic
crossover (Ref. 108 and references therein).

However, their temperature region was limited up to 165 K
by the time resolution (at a few milliseconds) in x-ray diffraction
measurements at that time. The first and second halo peaks of the
non-crystalline states typical of LDA, but distinct from liquid water
over 230 K,139,140 suggest the tetrahedrally coordinated network
developed in LDL. For the temperature range of 165–200 K, kinetic
studies have recently been provided by Kim et al.138 and Ladd-
Parada et al.126 Their studies on crystallization of amorphous ice
at ambient pressures upon ultrafast heating involve a temperature-
jump of 90 and 60 K in 20 ps to 205 and 200 K induced by a

100 fs IR pulse in eHDA and LDA samples, respectively. By using
time-resolved wide-angle x-ray scattering, crystallization was moni-
tored in the early stages at time scales of 10–1000 μs.

Both Kim et al.138 and Ladd-Parada et al.126 then fitted their
data to the JMAK model, assuming an Avrami exponent of 4 and
implying constant nucleation rates and three-dimensional inter-
face controlled growth.107 Furthermore, they suggested a HDL to
LDL conversion before crystallization and used for the nucleation
rate a fixed value from the study of Kimmel et al. on transiently
heated ASW films.62 Yet, they declared the determined growth
rates to be directly connected to LDA and eHDA. Kim et al.
compared time scales of the LDL domain growth between 20 ns
and 3 μs to consecutive crystal growth time scales of 3–50 μs,
which they used to support their findings of a liquid–liquid
transition.138
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FIG. 12. Crystallization rate constants kJG at 150 K against p. A color-coded guide
to the eye illustrates the trend: LDA-like samples in orange (LDA,108 ASW,10,63 and
HGW64), HDA-samples in red, and VHDA-samples in blue.135 Note the jump-like
change from LDA to HDA and the dynamics minimum between HDA and VHDA
near 0.8 GPa, which is linked with a jump in Tg and viscosity.

D. Crystallization rates of HDA/VHDA up to 2 GPa
Regarding the crystallization kinetics of HDA and VHDA, the

crystallization has to be discussed with respect to the pressure. For
this, we try to give an overview of the crystallization behavior for
pressures of up to 2 GPa.

In an aim to qualitatively describe the complex crystallization
behavior of HDA to multiple ice phases, Salzmann et al.134 inves-
tigated the kinetics of crystallization at pressures between 0.2 and
1.9 GPa at different heating rates. They identified two different types
of crystallization kinetics, called type 1 and type 2. In type 1 crys-
tallization, the ice polymorph grows slowly at low temperatures,
whereas for type 2 crystallization, rapid growth at higher tempera-
ture is observed. Consequently, the relative yield of each ice phase is
controlled by adjusting the heating rate. The kinetics of these parallel
reactions can be visualized by comparing the temperature depen-
dence of the kJG of types 1 and 2 in Fig. 10(b) in the linearized form
of the Arrhenius equation,

ln (kJG) = ln (A) − Ea

R
1
T

. (4)

Type 1 slow kinetics at low temperatures, which are suppressed at
higher temperatures, are linked to a low preexponential factor A(1)
and a low activation energy Ea(1) and vice versa for type 2 kinet-
ics. These kinetics are illustrated in Fig. 10(b) on the example of
competitive ice XII and IV crystallization. These type 1–type 2 pairs
are ice Ih and ice IX at 0.21 GPa, ice IX and ice V at 0.51 GPa,
ice IV and ice XII at 0.81 and 1.21 GPa, and ice XII and ice VI
at 1.41 GPa. Only at 0.71 GPa, this behavior showed to be even
more complex, with four parallel crystallizations to ices IX, V, IV,
and XII occurring. For these, they assigned ice IX and XII to type
1 and 2 kinetics, respectively, and ice V and IV to have kinetics

in between. Figure 10(a) shows a visualization of these crystalliza-
tion products with respect to the pressure. Upon a pressure increase,
type 1 crystallization is suppressed, while type 2 crystallization kinet-
ics significantly slows down. This mirrors type 1 kinetics, and an
added crystallization to an ice phase of higher density then shows
type 2 behavior.

Handle and Loerting135 fitted volumetric changes upon iso-
baric heating of eHDA and VHDA at pressures between 0.004 and
0.70 GPa and between 1.1 and 1.6 GPa to estimate crystallization rate
constants kJG. These transformations were investigated and charac-
terized by in situ volumetry, ex situ XRD and DSC measurements.
While at pressures of 0.2–0.7 GPa, VHDA transforms into eHDA,
at pressures above 1.1 GPa, eHDA turns to VHDA. After this relax-
ation, first a glass transition and then crystallization take place from
the respective metastable “equilibrated state.”

The rate of crystallization kJG as a function of temperature was
determined at each pressure by fitting their dilatometric data.135

They found that from 0.1 to 0.7 GPa, kJG decreases with pressure and
increases again at pressures above at least 1.1 GPa. They regarded
the minimum near 0.8 GPa to be a dynamic anomaly that is closely
related to the HDA/VHDA transition taking place. The respec-
tive kJG at 150 K has been calculated for this Review and plotted
against pressure to compare with LDA,108 ASW,10,63 and HGW10

in Fig. 12. The crystallization rates observed by Handle and Loert-
ing135 in Fig. 12 are, in general, much higher than the ones observed
by Stern et al.31 shown in Fig. 11. This indicates that the number of
crystal nuclei is much larger in the study by Handle and Loerting.
The absence of such nuclei suppresses crystallization in the study
by Stern et al. very much, especially for VHDA, where the pres-
sure dependence changes between the two studies. Commonly, both
studies observe a significant and rapid change at 0.8 GPa, which was
called the dynamic anomaly. This anomaly is caused by the underly-
ing HDA/VHDA transition, which takes place in a narrow pressure
interval close to 0.8 GPa. Both of these studies were carried out
in the Innsbruck lab, and the results again underline how impor-
tant preparation paths and nuclei are for enhancing or suppressing
crystallization rates.

Simultaneously, the glass transition shows an inverse effect,
increasing to 0.7 GPa and then dropping again upon further pres-
sure increase. The correlation between these two behaviors can be
explained by the link between a higher Tg and an increased viscosity
at the time of crystallization, consequently hindering crystalliza-
tion. The increase in kJG above 1.1 GPa is linked to a continuous
HDA-to-VHDA transition and faster hydrogen bond dynamics in
VHDA.135

Stern et al.31 did a comprehensive study on crystallization tem-
peratures and times upon heating with 2 K min−1. They defined
the crystallization time as the time that passes between crystalliza-
tion onset and end temperature, which is monitored via volumet-
ric changes during isobaric experiments. They found that below
0.3 GPa, both eHDA and VHDA share the same crystallization
temperature and rate. This has been attributed to the fact that at
these pressures, both reach the same state, namely, HDL, before
crystallization.

Figure 11 summarizes crystallization times and temperatures
of VHDA at different pressures obtained by Stern et al. and shows
some interesting trends. Counterintuitively, even though the crystal-
lization temperature increases with pressure rise, the crystallization
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rate decreases. This is attributed to the higher viscosity and, con-
sequently, higher self-diffusivity at lower pressures. With the drop
of crystallization temperature at 1.9 GPa, the kinetics slow down
even further with a change of slope. Observing the crystallization
rate against the pressure, the drop in the crystallization rate around
0.8 GPa is most evident. This is due to VHDA being progressively
more stable in relations to HDA, which slows down crystallization
immensely.

V. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH IN AMORPHOUS
ICE AT PRESSURES ABOVE 2 GPa
A. Crystallization of (V)HDA into ice VII′

While (V)HDA remains in the non-crystalline form over 100 K
at pressures of up to 2 GPa, amorphous ice can crystallize even at
77 K by compression to 4 GPa into the so-called base-centered-cubic
(b.c.c.) ice, with a b.c.c. oxygen sublattice.136 The uniqueness of this
b.c.c. ice is described in the later paragraphs. While reported crystal-
lization temperatures and pressures contain large uncertainties for
the technical difficulties of pressure-temperature control, there is
an overall trend in which VHDA crystallizes at lower temperatures
upon an increase in a pressure regime over 2 GPa124,130,136,141–143 in
contrast to the pressure regime below 1.8 GPa (see Figs. 11 and 13).
The crystallization behaviors of (V)HDA are also very much affected
by experimental procedures. Apart from the crystallization itself, it
is still ambiguous whether the amorphous ice can be regarded as
still HDA or sufficiently transformed into VHDA before the crys-
tallization. An example of an exception, (V)HDA compressed by the
back-and-forth approach can remain up to 5.5 GPa at 100 K (point A
in Fig. 13).124 On the other hand, amorphous ice obtained by decom-
pression of b.c.c. ice re-crystallizes at lower pressure in the second
compression (2.2 GPa at 135 K; point B in Fig. 13) than that in the
first compression starting from ice Ih (3.3 GPa at 135 K; point B′

in Fig. 13).142 The negative relation between the crystallization pres-
sures and temperatures can be attributed to the similarity of the local
oxygen arrangements between the HDA and b.c.c. ice, revealed by
the total scattering experiments at 2.2 GPa.141 At higher pressures,
local structures of HDA get closer to those of the b.c.c. ice, which
can result in smaller activation barriers for crystallization.

In contrast to the parallel crystallization below 2 GPa, HDA
only crystallizes into the b.c.c. ice above 2 GPa. In the high-pressure
regime above 2 GPa, the thermodynamically stable crystalline phases
are ices VII and VIII. Their hydrogen-bond networks have identical
oxygen sublattices, but different alignments of molecular orienta-
tions: molecular orientations are ordered in ice VIII, while those
are randomly disordered in ice VII. Their ordering transition pro-
ceeds so fast that ice VII cannot remain in the disordered form
but completely transforms into ice VIII upon cooling below 274 K
at 2–10 GPa. Despite the crystallization of HDA occurring in the
stable region of ice VIII, the crystallized ice is almost identical
to ice VII except for weak features evidencing some degree of
order. Hence, this crystallized ice can be regarded as a partially
ordered ice VII and is called ice VII′,136 where the prime (′) distin-
guishes it from ice VII. It should be noted that the interim notation
with prime is also used for ice VII in other states, such as in its
dynamically disordered form at high temperatures and pressures.146

Hereafter, ice VII′ in this Review indicates the b.c.c. ice crystal-
lized from amorphous ice. Molecular orientations in HDA are in

FIG. 13. (V)HDA crystallization temperature (Tx ) upon heating and crystalliza-
tion pressure (px ) upon compression, resulting in ice VII′. For orientation, the ice
VI/VII/VIII triple point is indicated. Blue and red symbols represent the studies of
pure ice and salt-bearing ice, respectively. Shaded lines are guides to the eye. The
blue line below 2 GPa is taken from Ref. 31 (same as Fig. 11). The green diamond
indicates the crystal–crystal transition from ice VI to ice VII by compression. Points
A, B, B′, and C mark exceptional results for the back-and-forth compression,124

second compression starting from ice Ih,142 first compression starting from LDA
prepared by decompression of ice VII′,142 and salt-bearing ice starting from a
non-vitrified crystalline state,144,145 respectively.

a non-equilibrium distribution, i.e., mostly disordered, where some
orientational correlations may persist after crystallization, produc-
ing not a fully, but partially disordered ice. When HDA is crystallized
at a high temperature of ∼160 K and 2.6 GPa or when ice VII′ is
heated, the thermodynamically stable ice VIII form is accessed.136

This is because at higher temperatures, molecular reorientations
are unlocked.

Metastable ice VII retaining the disorder of molecular ori-
entations at low temperatures can also be produced from ice VI
by compression at 95 K.119 However, this ice VII does not show
any features of hydrogen ordering in contrast to ice VII′ crys-
tallized from amorphous ice at similar pT conditions (Fig. 13)130

and other ice phases II, III/IX. These can be related to the mecha-
nism of solid–solid transitions with an intermediate non-crystalline
state.108,147 The actual mechanism and their relations are not clear,
but involve rearrangements of molecular orientations accompanied
by oxygen-sublattice rearrangements.

The relation between the liquid and amorphous states is a fun-
damental question as outlined in this Review and seen in the long-
standing scientific discourse about the liquid–liquid critical point
(LLCP) model.148 Crystallization behaviors can provide an idea
from a different perspective. In rapid compression using dynamic
diamond anvil cells (DACs),149,150 liquid water can remain in a
non-crystalline state metastably up to 1.8 GPa followed by direct
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crystallization into ice VII rather than thermodynamically stable
ice VI. Such kinetic preference is ascribed to the lower interfacial
energy between ice VII and liquid (23 ± 1.9 mJ m−2) than that
between ice VI and liquid (29 ± 0.9 mJ m−2), implying the sim-
ilarity of their local molecular arrangements as well as the case
of ice VII′ crystallizing from amorphous ice at low temperatures.
Hence, the supercompressed high-density liquid can be connected to
high-density amorphous ice for their crystallization behavior from
non-crystalline states to b.c.c. ice.

B. Salty ice VII from glassy saline solution
The HDA/ice VII′ crystallization also shows interesting behav-

ior in the presence of ionic species. When starting from vitrified
saline solutions containing 14 mol. % of LiCl, amorphous ice per-
sists in the non-crystalline form up to 271 K, slightly lower than the
phase transition temperature of ice VII–VIII (∼274 K at 2–10 GPa)
upon heating at 4 GPa.151 The onset temperature of crystallization
is around 264 K. By contrast, pure water amorphous ice never per-
sists above 190 K (see Fig. 11). Other experiments using different
ionic species (LiBr,152 NaCl,153 and MgCl2154) also resulted in sim-
ilar persistence of the amorphous phase (Fig. 13). The existence
of ionic species can hinder molecular reorientations in ice151,155,156

and can increase the activation energy of the crystallization with
concerted molecular rearrangements. Here, questions about how
ionic species behave during crystallization arise. One question is
the place where the crystallization initiates, in other words, whether
ionic species enhance or inhibit the nucleation. The next question
is what factor dominates the bulk crystallization of salty ice VII′.
The last one is whether crystallization of salty ice VII′ occurs con-
gruently, i.e., without bulk segregation of ionic species. These are
related to both local and global structural changes, including molec-
ular reorientations and ion diffusion. While it is still unclear how
the incorporated ionic species affect the crystallization of amor-
phous ice, they appear to enlarge the stability region of saline
amorphous ice.

Despite the consistent elevation of Tx for most saline amor-
phous ice in diffraction studies,151–154 there is an exception from
Raman measurements, which reports crystallization of LiCl-bearing
amorphous ice at 3 GPa and 77 K (point C in Fig. 13).144,145 This
experiment started with PIA of crystalline ice I, while the other
diffraction studies started from amorphous ice directly vitrified from
a highly concentrated liquid solution,151,152 with cooling of micro-
droplets at an estimated cooling rate of 104 K s−1153 and cooling
at high pressure.154 As discussed in Sec. IV, PIA does not yield
seed-free amorphous ice without annealing procedures. The rem-
nant tiny crystallites are considered to facilitate the crystallization.
However, this crystallization pressure is also lower than ∼4 GPa of
pure ice on similar procedures.136,143 A kind of impurity ice con-
taining some LiCl is considered to facilitate the crystallization, but
the actual contribution is ambiguous. Related to the ion-containing
ice, similar procedures starting with ice I can result in the forma-
tion of ice VII′ for some ionic species (KCl and RbCl) at quite low
pressure ∼0.8 GPa.145,157 These are slightly different stories because
ice I directly transformed into ice VII′ during compression at 77 K.
Following the arguments for the preference of crystallized ice phase
by adding specific organic compounds,158 ionic species are suspected

to facilitate the crystallization of ice VII′, which is somewhat oppo-
site to the studies starting with fully amorphized samples.151–154

Crystallization consists of processes of nucleation and crystal
growth. Ionic species can be considered to affect these processes dif-
ferently, but the elucidation of the fundamental processes at high
pressure is a very hard task, considering the long-standing challenges
even at ambient conditions.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Nucleation of ice is of importance in many fields, for instance,

in biology159 for the survival of plants and animals at subzero
temperatures, in cloud physics,160 or in industry, e.g., for the pre-
vention of icing on aeroplanes161,162 or windshields of cars and for
the making of technical snow.163 In all these fields, it is heteroge-
neous nucleation in supercooled water that is of foremost relevance.
For this reason, the field of ice nucleating agents has received
much attention.164,165 Based on most experiments on small droplets
of water, the rates for homogeneous nucleation, without any ice
nucleating agents,166 have been measured in experiments, down to
temperatures of 225 K (see Fig. 5).

The field of nucleation in amorphous ices is probably equally
important, but much less mature. Rates of crystal growth in amor-
phous ices are of special importance in astrophysical processes, e.g.,
to understand outgassing of comets or to understand the chemistry
behind the evolution of molecules that are buried in amorphous ice
and protected from high energy irradiation.2,167 In addition, in tech-
nology, amorphous ices are of importance. Amorphous ices are, for
instance, key in the technique of cryo-electron microscopy, where
the 2017 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for “developing
cryo-electron microscopy for the high-resolution structure deter-
mination of biomolecules in solution.”168 Most notably, the key
challenge in cryo-electron microscopy is to avoid ice crystallization
at cryo-temperatures far below the ice freezing point.169 Such low
temperatures are beneficial because of lower thermal motion and,
hence, higher resolution, but require the aqueous samples to be pro-
tected in a matrix of amorphous ice (specifically, hyperquenched
glassy water). Crystalline ice, by contrast to amorphous ice, destroys
the cells, proteins, etc., to be studied, and so the knowledge of rates of
nucleation and growth of ice both upon cooling is central for the suc-
cess of studying an aqueous sample in the electron beam at cryogenic
temperatures.

Nucleation rates in deeply supercooled water at temperatures
between 130 and 225 K are notoriously difficult to measure. Only in
the last few years, clever and cumbersome experimental approaches
involving laser heating were devised by Kimmel et al.62 and Xu
et al.,59 who were able to carefully separate nucleation rates from
growth rates in thin amorphous films (of 15–240 nm thickness) at
190–225 K. Their nucleation rates connect nicely with the droplet
nucleation rates, as shown in Fig. 5, where a maximum near 215 K
was observed. Yet, these pioneering results may not be the final
answer. It still remains unclear what the effect of preparation condi-
tions and, hence, microporosity or impurities taken up during depo-
sition are on these rates. Such vapor-deposited nm-films (or thicker
samples) of ASW not being fully characterized in most experiments
are one of the issues in the field. Depending on substrate tempera-
ture, background pressure, direction of deposition employed, vapor
pressures during deposition, etc., the sample may be very different.
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Some samples may feature a huge amount of micropores (of typi-
cally 2 nm in diameter), others may contain trapped molecules in
such micropores and even others might be much less compact, but
contain some fraction of crystalline ice. Methods to probe impurities
or to measure porosities exist, but are often not feasible in studies
devised to study nucleation and growth rates. This means that it is
very hard to compare studies done in different laboratories, even
different studies done in a single research group. In such vapor-
deposited films, the question whether the nucleation starts at the
external surface, the internal surface, or within the bulk is answered
differently in different studies. In addition, the thickness of the film
has a tremendous impact, where rates of crystallization in films thin-
ner than about 5 nm are limited by ice nucleation, reach a plateau
for somewhat thicker films, and finally change again in even thicker
films.

In the case of hyperquenched glassy water produced by ultrafast
cooling of liquid droplets, the issue of microporosity is absent. Yet,
there are similar problems about characterizing the samples, espe-
cially the degree of crystallinity or the number of pre-existing nuclei
after deposition and vitrification of the droplets. This is easily evi-
dent when comparing the crystallization kinetics in three deposits
by Maté et al.10 Their deposits at 40 and 90 K crystallize much more
rapidly than the deposit at 14 K. The Avrami exponent obtained
from isothermal crystallization experiments in their films is about
2.4 for the former, but only 1.4 for the latter. This suggests that the
former two deposits suffer from some crystallinity present in the
deposits even before doing the isothermal experiment, whereas there
is much less or no crystallinity in the 14 K deposit. Even though Maté
et al. did not apply any technique devised at characterizing the level
of crystallinity or the presence of seeds, their results clearly show
that their initial deposits differ in this respect. The key issue here is
that vitrification needs to be done at rates as high as possible to avoid
crystallinity or seeds, at least of 107 K s−1.97 The highest cooling rates
in the literature were reached in the studies by Hage et al.,106 who
studied the crystallization kinetics based on IR spectroscopy. Even
in their study, it was not possible to separate ice nucleation from
crystal growth so that the combined process of crystallization was
investigated even by them. Yet, these experiments are most closely
related to simulations, where the work by Moore and Molinero on
mW water follows the experimental procedures.103 Encouragingly,
the Avrami exponents found in experiments and simulations match
quite nicely. This at least suggests that the stages of crystallization
as observed in simulations (see Fig. 7) are also found in the vitri-
fied droplets. Yet, the role of the interfaces between droplets (see
Fig. 9) remains unclear. Such interfaces between μm-sized droplets
have not been considered in simulations, and from the experimen-
tal point of view, it is still unclear what their role is. Possibly, the
droplets coalesce prior to crystallization, and possibly, ice nucleation
even starts at the interfaces. These questions will need to be answered
in future work.

Yet, another important aspect of why to study amorphous ices
near their crystallization temperatures is “polyamorphism” and the
connection of amorphous ices with liquid counterparts at higher
temperatures. At such higher temperatures, polyamorphism may
develop into a first-order liquid–liquid transition in H2O. That is,
it is of fundamental importance to understand whether amorphous
ices turn into deeply supercooled liquid prior to crystallization or
whether crystallization takes place in the amorphous solid. This

question requires the study of crystallization at elevated tempera-
tures, up to about 0.5 GPa for the study of HDA/LDA polyamor-
phism and the possible HDL/LDL first-order transition, and studies
above 0.8 GPa for the study of HDA/VHDA polyamorphism. Inves-
tigation of the pre-existence of ice nuclei in the GPa-domain is
even more challenging than the studies at ambient pressure or in
the vacuum carried out on HGW or ASW. To separate nucleation
rates and crystal growth rates is currently out of reach. Only in a
handful studies, actually crystallization rates could be reported, most
notably in the studies by Handle and Loerting135 and Stern et al.31

(see Figs. 11 and 12). Both of these studies agree on that there is a
dynamic anomaly near 0.8 GPa, which signifies the pressure region
where there is a sharp change in the coordination number from
4+1 in HDA to 4+2 in VHDA. However, the absolute values and
even the qualitative trends are different, where much higher rates are
extracted in the study by Handle and Loerting, which indicates that
these results were affected by incomplete amorphization and incom-
plete annealing out of crystalline nuclei, by contrast to the results by
Stern et al. Most other studies remain at the more qualitative level of
the determination of Tx. Quite interestingly, Tx shows a maximum
near 1.8 GPa at about 183 K in the domain of VHDA. The ques-
tion about the highest pressure at which amorphous ice may exist is
unclear—according to Fig. 13, this may be as high as 5.5 GPa, but
may also be near 4 GPa. The incorporation of salts has a very signifi-
cant impact on crystallization in the pressure range above 2 GPa, but
not so at lower pressures. This is owing to the possibility of incor-
porating salts into the ice VII′ structure into which amorphous ice
crystallizes above 2 GPa. Below 2 GPa, amorphous ice crystallizes
into a range of different high-pressure polymorphs, where typically
there is a competition between two types of crystallization so that
mixtures of high-pressure polymorphs result, e.g., mixtures of ice
IV and ice XII when crystallizing at 1 GPa. There is always one
type of crystallization that is slow but commences at low tempera-
ture and a second type that is much faster but commences at higher
temperatures. By changing experimental parameters, especially the
heating rate, it is possible to govern the crystallization and suppress
the secondary polymorph. To make ice XII and avoid ice IV, rapid
heating (e.g., 30 K min−1) is necessary, whereas very slow heating
(e.g., 0.1 K min−1) is necessary to make pure ice IV. Even though
it is clear that there are qualitatively two types of crystallization, a
quantification of rates and a separation of nucleation and growth
have not been possible.

To wrap up, this Review shows that there are still considerable
gaps in our knowledge about nucleation of ice in amorphous water.
These are owing to the difficulty in making the amorphous ices and
to characterizing them thoroughly, especially regarding pre-existing
nuclei and crystallinity. In the field of ice nucleation from the liq-
uid, quite a lot of work has been devoted to both homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation. Even under high-pressure conditions
near 1 GPa, nucleating agents have been studied to try to crystallize
ice IV selectively from the liquid.158,170 By contrast, there is basi-
cally nothing known about heterogeneous nucleation in amorphous
ices/deeply supercooled water. The impact of nucleating agents or
agents suppressing nucleation has simply not been studied at all.
Even homogeneous nucleation is not understood, where the separa-
tion of rates of nucleation from the rates of growth has mostly been
impossible, except for the pioneering studies mentioned above. That
is, much future work is required, especially what regards preparation
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of samples that are free from ice nuclei so that highest tempera-
tures can be reached before crystallization sets in. This was the aim
of the study of Stern et al.,31 who deduced from their results that
in the pressure range up to 0.3 GPa, crystallization actually takes
place from the deeply supercooled liquid, whereas above 0.3 GPa,
crystallization takes place from the amorphous solid.
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